**ENGLISH**
- Reading/Viewing Activities
  - Using non-fiction and fiction texts related to the Indonesia theme.
  - Levelled Reading/Running Records
  - Online Lexile reading tests.
  - Viewing DVDs related to the theme both fiction and non-fiction.
- Word Study
  Year 3 - Jolly Phonics and Jolly Grammar
  - using the Spellodrome website both at school and at home
- Genre Writing – Revising/learning to write an Exposition.
- Reading Comprehension - explicit teaching of skills eg classifying questions as literal, inferential or evaluative.
  - using the ReadingEggspress website both at school and at home

**THE ARTS**
- Visual Arts with Rosalie Kathigitis
  - Fringe, Indonesian Art, Easter Art
- Music/singing integrated into theme
- Junior choir
- Instrumental music lessons

**MATHS**
- using the Natural Maths pedagogy we will cover
- Understanding Number
  - how numbers, work-place value-comparing-fractions
- Basic number facts and the four processes will be revised constantly and our class work will be heavily supported by our students accessing the Mathletics IXL websites both at school and at home.
- Measurement - Time, Weight and Volume as used in cooking. (SAKG)

**HEALTH/PE**
- Social skills
  - School Values and Rules
  - Class meetings
- Daily Fitness (including gardening)
- PE Skills – Cricket
- Preparing healthy meals as part of SAKG programme

**SCIENCE**
- Environmental Science
  - Waterwatch, Weed Warriors
- Garden and Kitchen Science.
- Marine Biology with Mrs. Pearce
  - topic the Rainbow Reef

**HISTORY**
- Australian History
  - Topics
  - First Fleet
  - What do Australians Celebrate?

**TECHNOLOGY**
- Information Technology skills will be integrated across the curriculum
  - Accessing WWW to research Indonesia
  - Interactive whiteboard
  - Writing emails
  - Cyber Safety (Skoodle)
  - Internet and online Forum protocols
  - Key board skills sessions.

**INDONESIAN STUDIES**
- Focus on greetings, introductions, family and numbers using Languages Online Website and podcasts.
- Indonesian Food (SAKG)